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PREFACE
This document was orginally prepared for December 1980.

The

work being conducted between January and June, 1981, is a catch-up and
completion of projects and activities undertaken in 1980.

My newness,

inexperienced personnel, and the requirements of small contracts, the
public notice reviews, and the Cooper River mitigation, all contributed
to this run-over.
gram at present.

There is no on-going small, short-term contract proThis assessment is submitted in order to forestall

future run-overs by understanding the nature of the contract program and
the position of small, short-term contracts within it.

INTRODUCTION

Because each staff archeologist has a slightly different perception
of what the Environmental Impact Archeology (ElM program now entails, I
will endeavor to bring us all to the same point of objective assessment
by reviewing the program's history of operation.

The Institute began to

feel the effects of the passage of NEPA in the winter of 1972-1973, and
by 1975 almost two dozen environmental impact statement surveys had been
performed for public and private concerns (S.C. Preservation Plan, Stephenson
1975: 26).

In 1974, the program was formally established by the Institute.

Designed to coordinate archeological efforts in the context of recently
promulgated federal laws and regulations, which in some instances were
paralleled by state regulations, the cultural resource management involved
the A-95 Clearinghouse review system and archeological multi-stage investigations involving reconnaissance, intensive survey, testing, and mitigation (IAA Annual Report, 1976-1977: 11).
At about that same time, the Highway Archeology Program was established
(IAA Annual Report, 1976-1977: 13).

Although the Department of Transpor-

tation set a precedent with federally assisted state archeological programs
during the 1960s, the highway program, along with other federally funded
or licensed programs, came under the same legislative mandates of the
1970s.

From the beginning, the Highway Archeology Program was administra-

tively large enough to require a Principal Investigator (PI); first Al
Goodyear, then Steve Perlman.

Just before the South Carolina Department

of Highways and Public Transportation hired an in-house archeologist, Paul
Brockington assumed the PI's responsibilities for a short interim period.

1
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No one PI has been responsible for the EIA program, as such, although
Leland Ferguson directed many of the smaller projects.

In 1976, the

Richard B. Russell (RBR) survey and the Savannah River Project (SRP) were .
large enough to recruit another archeologist, Glen Hanson.
From 1977 until he left in 1979, Paul Brockington directed the majority
of the EIA projects with the exception of the RBR and SRP projects.

When

I arrived, Glen Hanson was in charge of SRP; the Highway Archeology Program was no longer viable; and the smaller EIA projects were without direction.

After a meeting with Drs. Stephenson and Marquardt in late February

(see Appendix A), I developed general guidelines for the small, short-term
contracts--namely the EIS program:

monitoring the A-95s and responding to

small-scale archeological reconnaissance and survey projects.

Survey testing

was considered part of the program, but testing and mitigation proposals
in excess of ca. $20,000-$25,000 were considered a broader undertaking
involving the resources of the entire Institute.

In this way, many of the

factors affecting the ' operation of the program could be monitored and
assessed, factors concerning budgetary line items, logistics, research
opportunities, and manuscript production.
The following report is divided into two parts.
general assessment and recommendations.
lowing:

Part I contains the

Part II presents data on the fol-

1) the Public Notice (PN) review system; 2) the one-day consulting

reports; and 3) the small, short-term contracts.

2
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PART I.

GENERAL ASSESSMENT

Is the EIA program, insofar as it contracts in a management-compliance
framework, a distinct program (see Table I)?

I believe so, although the

program's operating procedures remain unclear because 1) it affects and
is affected by many of the other Institute programs or mandates, 2) contract performance is directed towards research goals,
switch contracting and other funding roles.

~nd

3) personnel

Obviously the time, money,

and personnel constraints in the EIA program produce cyclical stresses, a
pattern unique in contract archeology.

The often Herculean efforts under-

taken in the past to resolve issues on a project by project basis require
future coordination.

In what form and how the program might be continued

is the concern of this assessment.
There are two main types of contracts which have far reaching administrative, research, logistical, and fiscal implications:
contracts and large contracts.

small, short-term

The one-day consulting reports and the

Public Notice system are described, in turn.

Small, Short-term Contracts
The limited scope of work (e.g., initial reconnaissance, limited survey and testing), which corresponds to the low budgets and short field,
lab, and report time, characterizes these contracts.

What is not limited

or small, however, is the number of administrative and planning steps
through which each contract passes whatever the costs (see p. 43 which
identifies the steps from the initial contact to the final report).

3
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TABLE 1
INSTITUTE PROGRANS (partial listing)
Office of State Archeologist

A-95s; review; COPA; active
promotion of CRM

Underwater

Hobby license; initiated programs

Administrative Unit of USC

Institute

Grants:

Private

Gifts; fund-raising; foundations

State

Department of Archives and History;
Department of Parks, Recreation
and Tourism

Federal

Academic competition

Contract Program
Curation

Information management; collections

Conservation

Special service

Researchers

Historic and prehistoric hardfunded research

Business Administration

Personnel, bookkeeping

Public Service Archeology,
MA Program

Teaching; advising; committees

Logistics:

Graphics

Illustration; photography

Equipment

Inventory

Publication

Manuscripts; press; brochures

Special Programs

Amateur Society; Columbia Canal

The funding for the small contracts in 1980 ranged between $1,500 and
ca. $17,000, sponsored by three utility companies, two architecturalengineering firms, and one federal agency (see pp. 42-43). These contracts
were non-competitive (non-bid) and entirely responsive; that is, sponsors
requested our proposals at their convenience.

4

The total funding amounted

to ca. $44,500 which compares favorably with previous years for this type
of work (Tables 2 and 3). ' The high\\I'ay program is no longer viable; Soil
Conservation Service is contracting primarily with small businesses; the
COE-Savannah District now employs its own archeologists.

Some of the pro-

jects directed by Brockington were large enough to affect the resources of
the entire Institute and do not fit the parameters of the 1980 small contract program.
ca. $48,600.

Brockington's 33 projects over a period of 31 months returned
Twelve of the 1980 projects with the same sponsors or same

type of work equaled $40,000 this year.
TABLE 2
EIA PROGRAM (APPROXIMATE)
1980 (13 months)
Small contracts (under $20,000): 14
Gregg Shoals
Cooper River
Russell (84 sites completion)

$

SRP

Broad River
TOTAL

45,221
83,482
120,000
9,963
61,291
1,200

$ 321,157

1977-1979 (31 months)
Paul Brockington's contracts:
RBR Survey and Testing

49

268,239
180,185
125,000
148,000

SRP

Highway Program
TOTAL

5

$ 721,424

TABLE 3
Brockington's Funding Breakdown for 1/77 thru 7/79 (31 months)
Administered 50 projects + supervised 3 of Smith's SCE&G surveys:
Less than 1,000
1,000 to 9,999
10,000
over 20,000

21
20
4
5

Highway program included at

$ 71,071

21i.

29 projects

17,000

5%

Duke Power

2 surveys

18,659

6%

SCE&G

2 testings
Powell's Shoals
Edenwood

15,227

4%

COE

Cooper River Survey
Cooper River Mitigation
3 projects in
Savannah R.District

23,626
69,290

7%
20%

7,755

2%

NPS

Congaree Swamp

30,765

9%

SCS

3 projects

14,790

4%

Kiawah Island

16,500

5%

Wando

10,037

3%

Huger

23,647

7%

20,872

6%

E100 and R300
primarily sewer facilities

Misc.

4 projects
ratio of 3:1 costs
testing to survey
TOTAL

$339,239

E100 type + utilities

15%

Highway

·21%

Cooper River

27%

2 projects

Other

37%

14 projects

33 projects

6
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What does not compare favorably is the competitive bidding for small
contracts.

In every bidding situation with the Corps of Engineers (and

other minor architectural-engineering firms) on small contracts, we have
been underbid (see pp. 48-49) by small private firms.
the lowest bid.

The bottom line is

In this situation our only flexibility lies in adminis-

trative costs, operating costs, and overhead.

If the contract is small

and does not involve federal money, the ElOO account has been absorbing
projects up to $5,000 although the authorized limit is' $2,500, established
a few years ago.

No overhead is taken out of the ElOO account.

We have

continued to line item overhead for consistency and for a buffer.
costs are more difficult to detail.

Operating

In many of the grant budgets, such

costs are kept to the barest minimum (see Redcliffe Plantation proposal,
Lewis 1981).

Since I have not had the time to break down the costs for

several small projects, there are no data for an assessment.

The adminis-

trative costs can be assessed, however.
The initial small contract and review responsibilities for my position
were assessed at 25%, time and money (Cooper River to be 75%).
some anticipation that I would achieve a balance in time.

There was

I was not

expected to assume Brockington's responsibilities since a new position of
Associate Director had been created.

The percentage breakdown for the

various activities pursued in my position in 1980 are as follows:
1. Public Notice Review

8-10%

2. Consulting Reports

10-15%

3. Small Contracts
A. Proposals

15%

B. Logistical planning
and research direction

7

15%

C. Report preparation

15%

4. Hitigation
A. Cooper River

25%

B. Proposals

5-10%

5. Other (e.g., teaching)

5-10% (teaching is more)

Of course, these percentages fluctuate.
which should include the following activities:
equaling roughly 35% of time.

I am on 50% hard funding,
#s 1, ~A, 4B, and 5,

The consulting and small contract projects

which are supposed to contribute 25% of my salary take up 40% of my time.
As line items in the budgets this year, the small contracts only contributed
between 16 and 17% of my salary (less as this report is covering a longer
time period now).

The remaining 8 to 9% of my salary is made up in the

overhead from the EIOO account (p. 53, Tables 12 and l3).

The adminis-

tration of the contract projects is top heavy and not cost-effective,
hence,

non-competitiv~.

Working on the small contracts full-time without

having to train others or have other responsibilities, I could have performed all the tasks faster and more efficiently and maximized whatever
research potential is inherent in these small contracts.
The administrative PI costs on the small c"Ontracts are now written
in at 10 to 15% of salary for the length of the project (pee Table 4).
It would be non-competitive to write in more time on small contracts.
The half-time hard funding could be used as a basis for generating more
small contracts.

At the present return, this would amount to at least

twice as many projects or a volume in excess of $75,000.

What Brockington

did was write in his salary at half-time and full-time for many of the projects (small and large) which did not then leave him enough time to admin-

8

ister all the projects.

The 50% funding rationale was to balance admin-

istrative and fieldwork time.

However, administrative costs would only

be covered if the project supervisors were operating with MA level experience
(so that work does not have to be redone).
TABLE 4
CASE STUDY

Administrative Support on Short Term Contracts

Consider if you will the administrative costs for short-term contracts in the range of $3,000; $5,000, and $15,000.
Proj ect
Funding

Project
Length

Field
Time

Archeologists

PI
%

Salary

5 days

Arch I

10-15%

$150-200

$3,000

1 month

$5,000

1-3 months

10 days

Arch I
Assist.

10-15%

$500-750

$15,000

4-6 months

15 days

Arch I
Assist.

10-15%

$1000-1200

Using these figures:
(Yearly)

At $3,000 requires 42 projects to meet 1/2 salary of PI .•
At $5,000 requires 11 projects to meet 1/2 salary of PI.
At $15,000 requires 8 projects to meet 1/2 salary of PI.

Obviously, there will be a mixed strategy.
1.

Even so, I maintain that it is difficult to perform more than 6±2 projects
for an archeologist with a mixed strategy of funding ranging between
$1500 to $20,000.

2.

Remember each of these projects involves the same steps--large or small-in terms of execution and production.

3.

There will be competition from other contractors for whatever volume of
small, short-term contracts there is.

During the last year, I have directed 15 projects:

6, $300 consulting

projects; 8, small contracts; and 1, $120,000 mitigation project without

9

very experienced personnel.

At administration written in between 10 and

25% and with 50% hard funding, I have not made 100% of salary (as a budget
line item).

However, the training effort, in addition to research direc-

tion and report preparation, review tasks, proposal preparation, and other
responsibilities,required over 100% of my time.
If the position is limited to small contracts (which Brockington's
was not), the administrative-managerial load on the small contracts becomes
too high.

If a number of small contracts are generated to resolve this

discrepancy, the Institute facilities will be heavily stressed (they have
not kept pace with this year's load).

If both large and small contracts

are administered in this position', the project supervisors (directors)
should have MA level experience.

Otherwise, the research and administrative

loads become so uneven that it is the time and expertise not, the funding,
that affects the performance in this position.

The administrative function

then becomes that of coordimi.ting a number of contract PIs with the small
contract program falling to one PI who performs the work.

The Associate

Director now coordinates contracts; the doing of small contract projects
is a more limited scope of Brockington's original job description (Table 5).
The small contract program, as it is now, has very little research

-

integrity; it is not cost-effective (in terms

ot

the stress placed on the

administrative and support staffs); it serves no training function; and as
a response to inquiries must be kept small for financial stability.

With

this understanding, the small contract program performs a necessary function as a service to the business community and municipalities.

At other

institutions, graduate students (for support and experience) have performed
the work on small contracts.

Here, the program has been used to feed

10

TABLE 5
PAUL E. BROCKINGTON'S POSITION QUESTIONNAIRE
_ ~~_........._ _ _~---,
~;---.A'-'-~~
" en-.cy--..N-am-@-----).-;.;::.~~--=-~ " " " . "-"--" """
Reason for Request:OC1-

"i
o
o

tciYer-d t~l of SOU~hCR1~ol i Ra
~

2. 5.:ction

Institute of

Arch~o10

3 ..Job Location (Cily and County)

Colfjmbia~ Richland, SC
4. Pre~nt ClaS:lification or Job Title

" . :::

Reclassification Request
Requested by State Personnel Division

. 0 __________________________- ;

.,

: ...-

New Position

: ' .'
" FOR PERSONNEL DIVt'SION USE' ONLY

Director ··

:..:. ' ..:

.

7.

:".; ..... . ; •... ;.;.

. Temporary

: (".

.' chf~ Code :?~

~.'-~. . .

o.,~Tiption of PO!lition
A. General Re!lponsibilitie!t:

O;S:. Agen~iC~~ .. 12 cJ ".

Slot COde'_ _ _ _" _=-_ _ _ _..-.:D~O:::....lO~~

Number of months

of ~mporary

. 0 Full Time

IT

Approved Class ....L.&::ld.:~1::d.~~~fL-..=,,~_~

..

;~;/ ~'.~:r~rt:;i~f~;~~,·:··,~~~Plo~;nt-·- - -

;

" ,

~

. ;; '.' .

.

6. Work is (Che1.:k appropriate box)' '-

. . :.'
Permanent
CXFuUTime
o Part Time

"

. Classification Code

5..Job Title of Supervisor

•

Approval

m~
....-. .....

~:'

. ~

·"~' ···i·t:4.·

~te l(}d2
.

... ·,····

~

f

.~

.: ,

.'

Plans and carnes out .. a·rch~ological 'research in field and laboratory in p.meri.c;an ..

aicheology.

.

Prepares publishable reports of results of research.
Uses archival s_~urces a'.ld technJ~al~nalytical methods for achievin~ rese~r~~·.res~~~~ .~"':-~
Interacts competently with a \'1ide variety of lay people such as' project sponsors "_: .; .~ .'.
.
. -. . - :-, '';'',:~ ,_.;-':; ':": :-,..__:' and others as well as with professional colleagues.·
'...

.

'.-

. ',

,'::

•

", .

. :. .. ~

..

,:,-! ,,,, ..,:

1. : .~ ': .••.: ..-:.:. i·r.~:J-

...
. " '~' . ' :

:

.

••

,"

-. • • . •.!

-".

-'; i .:

"-.

. :• . .••.. .' J:-'":

'

~:'«.

: '- ! '.!...~

· .. '; .:

~.

-. ~

:"

;' '.' "",,;.::.

~

.• .

~,: •• " . ".

-,.' "~;2.~:r·~·~:t .- ...:~2"~

.'

.
'",-,

B. Specific Duties

.... : ;J.."~

. -; - •

';., ......, ;- ...- ' .< :-:: .' ...~.':{:.

..

-..-.

---.

".

....

_ .....

_---_.--..- _.... ..

~

."

;:

;:·;·;~2i~·:-:: ~-.::;;.;

: -

; .

.. -~~ - ... - -.

. .......-.-. " . . .",

.... ..

... ---.. ..,.

Approx.
% of -:

Plans ·comolete field proJectslntegrated with the overall framework of the ,'. :T~6"~
Institute', including initiating and completing planned p~ojectsil · budgeting,: ' ..... ~
hiring crews,. arranging logistics, mapping sites, excavation, taking field-: "'------:;
notes and other records, photography» and all details of archeological . field ""--' :-:
. work. ":·i. :' ..: ; . - ..!"~ ' .;:.~.j j'\. ';'.;' ~",.';'.
:.~' :.~\ ~. "
~;'-'.'.;
'~:'-':'~ r··?-~
30
2. Conducts laboratory analyses of archeological specimens aneJrecords recovered
"·in excavation~ interpreting the meaning of these I':'lteri qls in cultut:'al .• ~. _;....>:\; ;j!
sequences~ cOiilparii19 i ·the m~terials \·,ith those from other, sitesLdevelopiI')9: . ~ ~ .. ~;;., ;
· and using technical analytical methdds in relation to computers and chemical
..
and physical analyses.
. ... - -;-:--" --'. _.-'.- ~"' . 25 . . . .:;
3. Prepares reports' of interpretations derived from field and laboratory work,
:\'/ritingtexts of reports of techniCal r.1onographs, prepar
.. -trations. -. :-.
and bringing i'i1anu:icript to publishable form .. '
. /
~
25,
~. 'Searches archival 'sources .for documents relitive to
rcheolo '

1.

':';' t . !

.

' .•

..

""

. •: ; " . : .

"' :.: •.

"

5.

~~~~~~·and inter~:~~ ~lith sp~~sors

i

pro;e~:ts ~- ~ tg~\,~~~al

of
..
a
agencies as Hell as .colleagues and others in .rela n lb resea\97€Pl'o· ts.
· ~ nc1u~i n9 . P1an~1 ng. and fu~di n9·
.
. :.. ..." '. .~t ~.,'lC\ \ \ I\t\~\ \)"\'<1.. v
.
." . '. . ' . - "
.
.
S\?\a \l.e~ cot\\~· s
.

~

t\~')S

JO

.
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1~-

-.
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.-.
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"
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POSITION QUESTIONNAIRE PART I (C~ni't.~ ~~--. , -: .•...I.~••.f.-; :'.
, "Y ("" .

-< "

9. Working COitifiiions; Indicate' Number of Hours in Work Week Plus any other'Facto;;~~\:h Descri~ ute;ctdditiQnsUnder Which You Work
·~" -37j.5 hr~-"Iork; :week.:" 'Field work:.requires worKingand\.:(i.yiw··undex;atlverse conditions,
; . ':often~in';t(mt canips~:'bad . weather~:and. awai·from urban a'r~~s:::-;lfequ.ired travel 'is ...

:. . i~1t!;i~itta!ltlyextensive'~ ~These'conditions are;; neffect~ 3g----S~--of·. the·;work year.
:~ ·Re~mi nderof 'time,is ' spent;";n': normal laboratory"~and; officej ;,;:.,; .!. ;~t' !' . ~.'~-:',:: ' ..

!

. ',"

: .. :.,

. • :

,

-

~. '

..

, ' .. . .. .... . .

'

.

.p

10, Superyisioil~Receiv;ed;.pe~ibe,How Y~ur. W.prk~:> Reviewe~ ~y Yplir Sup~rviSl?r_.. j

C .;'::':j , ~

.

.

~ .....,

; .::.• -;'

.

.:. :~~' ..(: ~S"!

: ,:$upervisor' makes , general.review:of:all work: but .~-employee:has,::ful1 :respon$ibility for
~ . ' . planning:;ancr executing:-projectswith-wide ·lattitude ifor.; iodependent;il1itiative \'lith;n
'::"\ the !frarneworkof.;::Insti.tute: pol~cy.;;:.· ,Supervisor frequently.'oiscusses ;\olOrk' but:~ .
. ' responsibility:is employee's. Results are reviewed, not the details. ,
. . •. ; . .; ,_.
_," , . . -:. .. .. , 0,."
,- t ' -.

11. Relationships

•

~

.

~,~:,

or·Contacts- with ()therS; Exclude Supervi;or and 'Those SliPervh;ed.
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(literally) people between the larger projects.
been particularly successful.

Neither strategy has

If we are to run an effective small contract,

service program, some parameters should be established.
The present program responds to incoming requests.

Based on this

responsive stance, the program could realize between $30,000 and $50,000
per year in income.

This figure will be affected by the present economic

recession and the economic policies of the new administration; the number
of projects directed solely to small business enterprises, and any active
soliciting.

(We may wish to contact sponsors who have contracted for our

services in order to explain our program and discuss their needs.

This

will permit us to assess the effectiveness of the small contract program
and to limit, if possible, bidding situations.
Andy Cloninger in June will be a first step).

Talking with Duke Power's
To gain fiscal stability,

through prediction and scheduling of the projects, the number of people
dependent on this program must be limited.

This policy would not allow

other staff archeologists to drift in and out of this program when support
money is needed.
I believe that the small contract, service program could generate
enough soft monies (in salary and possibly in the E100 account) to support
a PI for public service contracts:
experience) ca. $14,000/yr.

minimum MA level (preferably with

Furthermore, the number of projects generating

this level of funding is critical.

Twenty $1,500 projects have different

adverse effects on the Institute than six $5,000 projects.

It might be pos-

sible to accomplish twenty $1500 or larger projects with a word processing
microcomputer set-up, pre-written modules on environment, culture-history,
and county records, but the Institute does not have these capabilities at
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this time.
An archeologist can probably conduct 6±2 small contract projects in

the course of a year.

Currently, this means that field time should average

no more than two consecutive weeks in the field, that records and collections are processed as rapidly as possible, and that final draft reports
may have to be submitted to the sponsor prior to processing by the publication staff.

A full-time trained MA could take advantage of the research

potential of these projects with reference to on-going research by Institute
individuals or groups of individuals.

With training, this individual would

manage most of the administrative detail concerned with standard proposals,
everyday sponsor contacts, and ef'fecting his or her own research.

Some

administrative coordination would be necessary to insure that projects were
appropriate and were fairly straightforward.

A Naval Weapons Station pro-

posal, for example, would not be appropriate; even the Columbia Canal project would be questionable for a person operating within such a structure.
Such a person could not be responsible for graduate teaching or review.

All

efforts should be directed towards maximizing any research potential in
terms of recording sites, analyzing collections, and writing reports.
One major problem which has been

encounter~d

in staffing such a posi-

tion is the implicit and sometimes explicit downgrading of research opportunities, such that it is difficult to continue working in a small contract
framework.
position.

I t may be that some flexibility can be designed into this

For example, the archeologist may be given a mini (one month

per year), paid sabbatical to conduct his or her own research.

Another

option may be to employ two small, short-term contract archeologists.

If

an intermediate-sized testing and/or mitigation program arose, on the order
of Kiawah, the two could alternate.

While this staffing would appear ideal,
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there are a number of problems.

The financial stability would be seriously

compromised, and the more active procurement of small contracts would become
necessary.

The number of intermediate projects would have to be limited

in order to maintain the small contract capability.
The last point deserves some discussion.

If the Institute has a small

contract program, it must maintain some consistency in terms of staff, especially a contact person.

With the number of different sponsors involved,

building and maintaining good rapport depends on continued performance and
familiarity with the Institute's program.

If the program grows to two

archeologists, or if a yearly turn-over in the position of small, contract,
public service archeologist is

a~ticipated,

contract coordination would be

essential in order to insure continuity of the program and to serve as a
contact person.
In summary, small, short-term contracts are microcosms of large contracts:

they require the same planning, implementation, and reporting

procedures.

Given our present equipment and funding basis, there is no

way to bid successfully against small companies.

A soft-money, short-term

contract program could generate enough money to support an MA, with experience, at ca. $14,000 per year, but teaching, public notice review, and
one-day consulting jobs could not be a part of his/her assigned tasks.
The challenge of the small contract program is to continue to maximize
research opportunities, to pose research questions, and not to fall into
a cookbook methodology.

With assistance and attention to quality control,

this program can be effective under a service mandate.
Compliance and Research in the Small, Short-Term Contracts
Every compliance proceeding is dependent upon a set of evaluating
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criteria that are research in nature (supporting opinion may be found as
Principles in the Treatment of Archeological Properties in the Advisory
Council

Handbook~

1980).

What this research should entail is the subject

of these general guidelines for effecting research in small, short-term
contracts.
Attempts to standardize baselines for archeological significance have
led to general discussions of culture history

(i.e.~

where does my site

or artifact fit into the scheme of things?) and in some cases general
investigative problems and methods.

The danger and concern is that these

discussions often become little more than lip-service, research formulas.
Environmental and cultural settings, even general research designs can
be written with little to no reference to project

results~

usually pre-

sented as site descriptions or artifact distributions (and vice versa).
A case in point is the difference between Lesley Drucker's Esterville
and Harmony plantation (COE) studies and Mike . Harmon's Springdale (sewerline) and Wateree-Orangeburg (transmission line) studies~
previous sections of reports:

Both incorporated

in the former case, a culture-history sec-

tion; in the latter, a research design format (a word processor would have
been a great help).

But whereas Drucker's Esterville and Harmony were

basically interchangeable, Harmon's reflected a progression. l

Harmon built

on Ferguson's work in the adjacent Crane Creek drainage for the Springdale
research design and built on Springdale's for the Wateree-Orangeburg study,
both in terms of comparison of the research design and also in contributing
data to questions being asked.

The Wateree-Orangeburg research effort was

also maximized by using Marion Smith's prior report as background.

lWhile the Esterville and Harmony reports are used here as examples,
other survey reports by Carolina Archaeological Services are quite good.
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To accomplish this progressive synthesis a certain ratio of lab to
field time is required.

If such time is not included in a competitor's

bid because the competitor (1) does not recognize the necessity, (2) does
not have the facilities or expertise to effect a synthesis, or (3) does
not believe the effort to be cost effective, their bids will be less
because of the limited lab to field time.

If their lab and report time

is already cut because of modular presentations, the difference in bids
becomes even greater.
Another problem lies in compliance as it affects non-eligibility of
sites for the National Register.

Our reports (and others) should have to

specify that all the information collected or recorded on survey is adequate
for mitigation of adverse effects on non-eligible sites since that information is all that will ever be collected.

The site forms being used by the

South Carolina archeological community are fairly comprehensive.
they constitute only a portion of the record:
and collections are other records.
information takes time.

However,

field notes, photographs,

Processing collections to gain additional

Shovel testing and collecting during survey also

take time.
In a comparison between the time framework proposed by Carolina Archeological Services and the Institute for similar scopes of work, the estimated
and actual field time were similar.

If time is related to cost (as I assume)

their lab and report writing time must be less than our estimate.

The fact

that their fieldwork is not well discussed or the results well-integrated
and that they use pre-written modules leads me to conclude that their lab
and report time is less than ours.
we are easily underbid.

Coupled with our other costs, this means

The rapidity with which such reports (i.e., little
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integration, prepackaged) are assembled is very attractive to sponsors,
as well (even the formatting looks better to them in some instances).

Can

we compete on the basis of costs and time and still do effective research?
There are a few ways to cut down on time:

(1) standardized formatting,

(2) pre-written materials, (3) word processing, and others, such as explicit
research desigrts and measuring criteria, etc.
through staffing.

One way to maximize time is

The field archeologist should be able to develop and

carry through research efforts from start to finish. 2 'Any other way to
hold down operating costs and expedite steps such as in the washing of artifacts, photography, drafting, etc. would also be helpful.

All of these

efforts, however, should be directed toward allowing time to integrate the
archeological results into a , meaningful context that will serve as an exampIe, as well as provide archeological information.

Otherwise the Institute

will be compromised and place itself in a totally untenable competitive
stance.

Contracts and Contracting

The contracting program involves a number of different PIs whose projects range from long-term, single-sponsored

co~tracts

to projects of 6-

month duration, to the small contract service program (as proposed).

The

contract PIs are characterized by partially or completely soft money funded
positions; supervision of an analytical and report writing staff in addi-

2Larry Lepionka and Lesley Drucker are ph.D.s. They and many other
private contractors are highly trained, well-versed, organized, good writers,
etc. and can do credible contract archeology. It would be hard to recruit
a Ph.D. to do small contract work. Ph.D.s need either the challenge of
running their own company or the challenge found in other research and
academic pursuits.
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tion to field labor; and in most cases, the production of an immense quantity of work in an extremely short period of time.
Contracts and PIs are highly variable:

the contracts are not comparable

nor are the advantages and resources of each PI comparable.
tracting PI position has been assessed separately.

The small con-

The others must be re-

viewed from two different perspectives, that of the individual PI and that
of the Institute as a contracting entity.
From the perspective of an individual PI, contracts can be used to
develop and complement research interests.
careers.

They can be used to advance

They can also be used in a strategic mix with other funding

sources to maintain a staff position.

From the perspective of the Insti-

tute, contracts which promote geographically or topically oriented archeological research are highly desirable, given our management concern with
the best exploitation of the data base.

Matching staff interests and

Institute interests through contracts, however, involves some degree of
contract coordination.
For a number of different historical reasons--seniority, research expertise, raises, teaching--three staff members (Lewis, Hanson, and Brooks),
who had been partially or wholly funded by contracts, were given 1/4-time
and 1/2-time hard money.

This decision was a staffing commitment to these

three individuals.
This decision has consequences for the support base which affects contracting.

For example, half-time support allows for mixing support strategies

with grant funds.

Quarter-time allows the possibility of a competitive edge.

With the half-time EIS (Canouts) funding, there is that same competitive
opportunity for the small, short-term contractor.

But due to historical

events, the hard funding for the three positions will not change contract
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performance in the immediate future.

The reason for this is found in the

different types of contracts now being administered.
Single source contracting in situations such as the SRP and the Naval
Weapons Station is highly desirable for management and administrative
planning.

There is enough time to outline a scope of work, prepare a pro-

posal, conduct the work, etc. in a multi-stage framework.

While the job

does involve PR management--selling the educated public--the long-term
benefits are immeasurable.

There is the added advantage of long-term famil-

iarity with the different technical aspects of the work by both the
tor and sponsor.

contrac~

The hard funding does not particularly influence or enhance

the project performance; teaching can even detract.

However, archeologists

in these positions have more time to devote to institute-generated functions
than other contractors.

The length of time is the definitive factor.

Hanson, and maybe Brooks, are in this kind of position.
is more complex.

Lewis's position

For , him, the mix of contract, grant, and state supported

projects have combined to continue his on-going historic archeological
interests.

Other contractors, usually for a shorter duration, will require

additional staffing.
Contracts of a shorter duration, a year or-less, have fewer long-term
advantages.

A great deal of pre-planning and assessment may be required of

the contract coordinator before a PI (or co-PI) is hired.

Funding ceases

at a specified time and work must be essentially completed, because there
is no built-in project continuity except insofar as there is a permanent
staff at the Institute.

The Gregg Shoals project is an example of this

contracting procedure, and more large contracts over the next year will
in all likelihood be similar.
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These contracts demand that the greatest amount of work and the
maximum research effort be expended in the shortest possible time for the
least cost (at least initia11y ••• subsequent stages may be negotiated).
(1) To obtain maximum research, highly trained PIs must be recruited. (2)
To accomplish the work in a short time span requires efficiency and scheduling: good logistics and support.

(3) To save money requires as much

Institute support as possible, whether in consultation, publication, or
continued staff support.
(1)

Project PIs on larger contracts should be ABD or Ph.D.s with

proven credentials.
good work.

These three points will be discussed in turn.

Our credibility depends upon capable people performing

While on-the-job training will undoubtedly occur as new problems

arise in technical, and even research, areas, we cannot affort to train
personnel at the intermediate, let alone the highest, supervisory levels.
There has been a tendency in previous projects to substitute knowledge
of local South Carolina history and prehistory for the graduate trained
anthropological archeologists.

Even given field and analytical competence,

this strategy has little to offer in advancing the discipline's knowledge.
There is not only the critical problem of credibility, but the more subtle
lack of organization, theoretical, or presentational qualities in the work.
In order to recruit highly trained personnel, we must be able to offer
them a year's position--coincident with funded contracts requiring such
expertise.

It may be that a 6-month review is desirable.

But factors

involving relocation, orientation, etc. contrive to make less than a
year's time a drain on IAA's resources with little realization of the
individual's talents and skills •. A contract would offer additional advantages, perhaps for Ph.D. materials, first job with publication opportunities,
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general experience and network building, and possibly future contracting
advantages.
There will probably be a high turnover of large contract PIs for
several reasons.

Future prospects for permanent positions are not good,

expecially if there are a number of contracting PIs.

I believe the Hanson/

Brooks/Lewis/Canouts positions to be a rare occurrence.

As long as the

position is dependent on contract performance, the demands to maximize will
eventually wear down the PI.

Interest in Institute activities, even teaching,

will begin to grow and may even be expected.

These interests plus proposal

writing, etc.,will ultimately compete with contract performance, where such
activities are not built into the· time or cost framework.
An active contract procurement program can assuage some of the imme-

diate problems but long-term project and staff continuity must be considered.
Files do not tell all.

Perhaps some co-PI program will be necessary for

temporary staffing commitments.

There will certainly be cases where archeo-

logists will desire only a short stay to acquire Ph.D. materials.
(2)

Although highly trained individuals, from directors to staff

members, foster efficiency, good logistical support and scheduling decisions
are equally influential.

In order to assess the number and size of our

contract operations, we must know the effects these projects have on our
inventory and support services.
Whatever the cause,the support services do not appear to be responsive
to contracting demands.
contract based.

Not all of the Institute's support services are

It may be that the percentage of time now spent on con-

tracts by support personnel is a .good overall average.
occurs when contract deadlines must be met.

The major problem

Submission of parts of reports,

etc. is one solution, but oftentimes the reports come together at the very
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end of the project and so too the final contributions.

In the small,

short-term contracts, preparation of the final draft report by the PI seems
to be one solution.

Actually there can be no solutions until an evaluation

of the problem is undertaken, e.g., what do contracting reports require in
a draft stage?

In a final draft stage?

And what are efficient and effec-

tive ways to turn in work?
In the realm of the equipment inventory and vehicles, we are apparently
capable of fielding two to three major and several minor projects simultaneously.

Unfortunately, the obverse of this situation is maintaining

this capability or more specifically maintaining this capability when the
projects are not in the field.
(the infamous lAS ratio

S~nce

the projects average at minimum 2

of 1:1.3 does not work in their own contracting)

to 3 times lab to field time, vehicles will be down 1/2 to 2/3 time unless
enough projects are on going and staggered.
not occurred.

To date, this scheduling has

This problem arises with the small, short-term contract

vehicle, and for larger contracts summertime still seems to be the heavy
field season.
Rental of field equipment, vehicles, and services has been tried by
other research and academic organizations Ylith variable success.
cases, the costs to sponsors increased.

In some

Certainly logistical problems

arise with university vs. vendors, availability, and problems with coordination when outside services are employed.

To maintain support requires

a certain volume of business which private concerns not only predict but
actively pursue.
(3)

The last statement is self explanatory, particularly in cases

where the lowest bid is the basis for the contract award.

However, any

way that we can maximize research efforts through subsidizing personnel,
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etc., is highly desirable.

Although some contracts are awarded for the

lowest cost or as an "equal piece of the pie," good work and support have
their own reputation, which can counter such thinking.

Furthermore, if

costs are reasonable, maximizing research potential is still the charge
of a research institute.

The decision is whether to maximize the research

potential of the specific project or the Institute as a whole.
No doubt, other contracting concerns can be identified.

This discus-

sion highlights consideration of some of the important features involving
personnel, support, and contract coordination.

These concerns should be

explored in greater detail, in order to understand the implications of
immediate short-term decision-making.

Most basic to that understanding are

the premises guiding the Institute's involvement in contracting operations.
To the degree that contracting assumes major proportions, personnel and
facilities will have to be efficiently and effectively coordinated to
overcome problems and achieve research goals.

Consulting Service

A limited consulting service was established over the past year:
letter reports in 1980; 6 letter reports, to date, in 1981.

6

The function

differs in several respects from the fieldwork and letter reporting performed by Paul Brockington, and it differs in cost and scope from small
and large contractors operating in South Carolina.
The consulting capability is limited to a one day field inspection
with a follow-up letter report containing reconunendations (p. 38, Appendix
C).

All of the processing of records and collections, the logistical

support, and the administrative and arCheological work is accomplished for
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a cost to the sponsor of $300.

(Coverage estimates per person day are

found on p. 43).
The primary reason for establishing this service was to have a way
to respond to follow-ups on Public Notice

reviews~

especially those involving

small amounts of land, or limited in their potential adverse effects.
A~95

a short time amateurs voluntarily inspected
did not have the staff or funding to do

For

project areas because we

SOo

The one day inspection was set up for consulting, not compliance,
though in many instances they have become one and the same.
inspection was set

up~

in

part~

The one day

to help developers and others who did not

understand the intricacies of cultural resource management policies and
procedures.

Some architectural and engineering firms have taken advantage

of this service because of the extremely small scopes of work involved.
The one day inspection differs from Brockington's procedures which
was set up on a day-by-day basis ($250/day).

I believe a separate proposal

with a scope of work should be prepared for any more than a day in the
field.

The more extensive the field

time~

the greater the costs:

per diem, increased site potential and thus records
etc.

searches~

travel,

collections,

Furthermore, we would certainly then be engaged in a survey compliance

process involving a sampling reconnaissance and records

check~

not just

site inspection.
If we were to estimate the charge for a one day compliance field reconnaissance, we would need to figure in the time to prepare for the field,
the records check, a literature review, perhaps a records check at the
county courthouse, write-up and report

production~

plus an internal review.

(At present, I calculate an average of a week to go through the procedural
steps--with our limited output--in order not to stress the support and
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and administrative staffs.)

In one compliance case for the COE/Charleston

District, we did a one day systematic field reconnaissance, two days for
preparation time and background archival research, and two days to write
up and produce the report.

The charge was $1500.

This cost compares favorably with the SSI cost break down for one
day field charges, although SSI breaks down cost on an hourly basis.
builds in a factor of 3 in order to assure a
business of doing small contracts.

SSI

reasonable margin for the

In other words, for every dollar paid

to their own staff, they collect two dollars.

They also provide all the

archival and literature review for their costs which would be about $1000
to $1500 based on their estimates.

In no way do SSIfs or IAA's costs com-

pare favorably to Carolina Archeological Services which recommended 2 people
for 2 work days at a cost of $985 for a supplemental shoreline survey in the
PRT Hartwell State Park project.
At $300 the Institute is hardly making expenses (covering I person
for 2 days @ $5/hr.).
for that cost.

We cannot do archival work in the time allotted or

However, we do have an opportunity to check the ground and

perhaps conduct the fieldwork in such a manner that if nothing is found, we
can and do recommend clearance.

If our files flagged historically critical

areas, we would be in an even better position.
Thus far, the SHPO's office has not prepared a set of standards which
might affect our letter reports.

Do the letter reports meet our standards?

Lesley Drucker's letter report to Palmer & Mallard Associates for a Sumter
201 Facilities Plan, for example, is quite comprehensive (her cost is
unknown).

Our consulting reports, in some areas regarding background infor-

mation, have not been as comprehensive as hers, although our field report
for David and Floyd for the City of Prosperity was quite extensive.
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Cer-

tainly the previous 201 Facility Plan letter reports have not been comprehensive.

It would be very easy to package more information just as it was

fairly easy to set up the initial formatting.
We find ourselves in an interesting position of doing more for less.
Insofar as we made the recommendation to conduct a site inspection, we
should provide that service.

If we charge ca. $1000 to do a one day field

reconnaissance, I believe we will incur more conflict of interest charges.
If we charge $300, we may not be providing enough information for compliance
unless we do more background work.
The consulting service is a gray area between the Public Notice review
and small contracting.

The work; in mos.!. cases, does not result in con-

tracts, even small contracts.

I think we should continue the service,

but it should be taken out of the purview of the small contract PI and
placed in the review system where it belongs. l

Furthermore, the service

should be as non-competitive as possible and should conform to a set of
minimum standards set up by the IAA in conjunction with the SHPO's office.

Public Notice Reviews

The Office of State Archeologist is charged with responding to the
Office of Management and Budget A-95 Clearinghouse Circulars.

The Office

contains the State's expert opinion concerning South Carolina's cultural

lIf we wish to separate the A&E consulting firms in this regard
(especially as they are looking for compliance), they could be charged the
larger amount and fielded by the small contract archeologist. A letter
should go out to this effect. Whatever is decided. the small contract
archeologist should not be seen as feeding himself on the one day field
consulting projects.
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resources, and by South Carolina law, the responsibility of protecting
underwater cultural resources.

Because we are a state agency, other state

agencies routinely send out notices for our comments, as well.

Although

federal lead agencies contact the State Historic Preservation Office, they
also place the state archeologists on their public notice mailing lists. l
In some instances a lead agency, such as HUD, FHA, or the VA will implicitly
operate as if the A-95 review process complied with cultural resource
regulations.
Informal requests for comments come from architectural and engineering
firms and public utility companies, usually prior to any formal PN notification.

Though these are not requests for proposals or scopes of work, our

comments which recommend ground survey can lead to a consulting or contracting
project.

Other requests from such firms specifically request bids.

The formal PN reviews rarely lead to any contracts, even small ones. 2
The major responses have been to FHA and VA funded housing developers who
have been using our consulting services.

Projects which require substantial

archeological input have either provided for the archeology prior to the
PN notice, as in at least two cases where the Institute has completed the
survey, or are in the initial planning stages where archeology has been
addressed as a future planning provision.
The majority of the formal PNs involve underwater or water-related
projects (33%); highways (10-15%); and housing developments (20%).

By

1 COE/Charleston District PNs are sent through both the S.C. Coastal
Council and under separate cover which confuses our office as well as many
of the applicants.
2

.
Ironlcally, efforts to comply can affect the conscientious applicants
more than those who make no effort at all.
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far, the most common types of water associated projects are (1) piers/
docks; (2) rip-rap/bulkheads; and (3) dredging/channeling.

The COE makes

its own determinations concerning the level of compliance for the scope
of the projects, most of which are non-EIS and initiated by private individuals.

The same limited scope is found in pier building applications to

the S.C. Coastal Council and to the S.C. Public Service Authority for Lake
Marion and Lake Moultrie.
archeologist.

The highway department now employs an in-house

The federal lead agencies connected with housing develop-

ments and water improvements have abrogated some of their responsibilities
and passed them along to the applicants.

About half of the housing devel-

opments occurs in urban environments and involves less than 10 acres of
land.
The PN review is just that--a review, nota contracting function.
The PNs anticipate future significant developments in the state.

Maybe

10 to 15% (ca. 100) of the notices should be flagged and given serious
review.

For the remainder, a response system should be set up to help

monitor the cultural resources as best we can.
What form of response is the problem yet to be studied.
this past year, I have barely kept up and
PN review system.
ference.

~lave

In my position

had no time to work up a

Certainly a word processing machine would make a dif-

At one time the members of the Archeological Society of South

Carolina inspected various A-95 development sites.

The level of coordina-

tion required to maintain such a program was too great for our limited
staff.

I do not view such actions to be appropriate for society members.

The SHPO's office funds full time reviewers who not only comment on federal
actions but advise state officials, as well.
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Although we do not have that

capability, this does provide a check and balance arrangement that benefits
the cultural resources (see p. 33 and Appendix B for further discussion).
The Review System
The Office of State Archeologist reviews a great many documents.
Between the informal and formal notices, there is overlap.

Between the

federal and state agencies requesting comments, there is overlap.

Between

reports submitted by archeologists and those submitted by concerned agencies
for review, there is overlap.

While this overlap provides some checks on

the system, a similar overlap in responses characterize this office.

Again,

this overlap may provide some checks on our own system.
To date, the formal--standardized--(and some informal) requests for
comments have been the responsibility of the contracting position.

That

position is now split between the contract coordinator (Associate Director)
and the proposed small, short-term contract PI.

The PN review could not

be managed effectively from the general contracting position.
Director cannot assume any further review responsibilities.

The Associate
And if a PI

is expected to conduct the small, short-term contracts, there is no time
there to manage the PN reviews.
I strongly recommend that review and

cont~acting

be separate functions.

I further believe that formal PN reviews should not occupy more than 15%
of a person's time given our present staffing.

I recommend an assessment

of the various review functions undertaken by the Director, Associate
Director, and myself over the past year; an assessment that would identify
the different types of requests, the types of responses, the monitoring
function being performed, the amount of time spent vs. the amount of time
that should be spent and finally some priority rankings and designation
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of responsibilities.

Recommendations

Given that there is no funding basis to support 100% administrative/
management for a small, short-term contract program and given the 50% hard
funding basis that is available, I recommend the following alternatives
for next year.
I.

They are presented in the order of my preference.

Hire a M.A. level person with experience to do the small, short-term

contracts.

There should be a contract on which to hire this person, and

the person should be guaranteed support for one year while the program is
gearing up.
I would help administer and procure the small, short-term contracts
and help train this person for one year at a 50% funding level.

During

this period of time, I would also develop a response system for the Public
Notice reviews and conduct the one day field inspections.
II.

I could assume some additional administrative chores to help assist

and/or evaluate activities in the following areas:

contract pyocurement;

review; logistical coordination; teaching; or whatever other areas could
benefit from my skills.
level of funding.

I would be interested in this position at a 75%

The 25%, over the 50% hard funding, would have to come

from other sources, such as contract administration or teaching.
III.

The half-time funding could be used to create a competitive edge in

contracting for large research contracts.
to Ken Lewis's.
contracting.

The position would be similar

However, the emphasis would be on prehistory and large

I would be interested in one large contract for next year:

50% hard funding, 25% contract funding, and a good ABD to help direct the
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project.
Although I do believe that enough funding can be generated to support
a small, short-term contract PI, some consensus should be reached concerning the emphasis on the salary of the archeologist, salaries of the
support staff, costs of equipment and facilities, etc.

Small programs

such as these, are not always entirely self-supporting.

The following

problem areas should be anticipated if any percentage or all of the 50%
hard funding is used to support the small, short-term contracts:
1.

Some administration will be required to coordinate with the

Institute and with the University.
2.

The small, short-term contractor should not be responsible for

the PN reviews (600+/yr.). , The areas should be checked for information on
sites.

One of two standard responses (to be prepared for areas with sites

and for areas with no sites) should be sent.
two people:

This procedure involves only

the one who looks up the project area and the one who types

the response.
3.

There will be informal requests and follow-up responses that do

not fit the above procedures, ca. 100/yr.The small, short-term contractor
may be able (7) to manage the consulting
12 a year).

activ~ties

This would be a trial procedure.

(if they run around

Other requests for clarifi-

cation, comment, etc. would have to be handled by the administrative staff.
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PART II.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSESSMENT

Each of three different aspects of the program's activities will be
addressed with specific references to logistical, budgetary, research,
and staffing considerations.

This section was originally drafted in

December of 1980 and only minor changes have been made.

Review System
In January of 1980 I performed a survey of the Public Notices (PNs)
received by the Office of State Archeologist.
and recommendations may be found in Appendix B.

The results of this survey
I see no reason to change

my initial breakdown as to the number and types of PNs.
the numbers are running about the same.

Table 6 shows that

If there is one thing to note, it

is the volume; and if the SHPO's office is right, the Office of State
Archeologist is not receiving all of the PNs being processed by the department of Archives and History.
Logistics
I have relied primarily on standard letter responses, particularly
three of the letters prepared by Paul Brockington.
number of responses.

Table 6 also lists the

I am making an effort to answer all the A-95s (S.C.

Project Notification and Review System) since most projects go through
this review.

The S. C. Highway Department's PNs are answered as are the

(non-PN) requests for comment for specific sponsors.

Because I have fallen

behind on several occasions, I have tried to expedite procedures with Jolee
Pearson's help.

The flow chart presented in Table 7 shows how the PN
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TABLE 6
1980 PUBLIC NOTICES*
TOTAL

RESPONSES

South Carolina Coastal Council

258

38

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Charleston District

152

33

A-95s

106'

105

South Carolina Public Service
Authority

28

5

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Savannah District

23

2

South Carolina Water Resources
Commission

18

5

U. S. Coast Guard

7

2

South Carolina Department
of Highways

7

6

10

10

609

206

Other

*

1/1/80 to 12/1/80;

11 months @ 55/month
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TABLE 7
PUBLIC NOTICES
Coastal
Council

A-9Ss

Army Corps
Charleston

All
Other

/\ X
majOl
7r actift

no sites

sites
in or
near
project
area

Debbie
letter 112

!

act~

no sites

Debbie
letter 113

public
or
company

y

sites

!

return
to
Val

no sites

t

return
to
Val
individual
sponsor

place in
file box
---->- in Val's
office

sPTsor

return
to
Val

Be Alert To
1.
2.
3.

Areas where IAA has run projects
Projects out of ordinary
Highly sensitive areas where there are lots of recorded sites
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responses are now being channeled.

It is based primarily on the probability

of effecting any action.
Budget
There is no money for staff members to visit project sites and provide
expert opinion.
visits.

In some cases, the SHPO's staff can and does make such

The consulting activity discussed in the following section is one

attempt to provide realistic archeological recommendations.'
Research
No "research" is undertaken · in this context.

Better information

management (site distribution maps, predictive models, county assessments,
...

even site information, not gathered at this time) would help identify highly
sensitive projects areas.

Monitoring the review forms sometimes informs

us about areas that are rapidly undergoing development.
Staff
I have spent between 8 and 10% of my time on the PN activities during
the year.

Compare with 100% of time for Don Sutherland and Nancy Brock in the

SHPO's office.

Jolee Pearson probably spends that amount of time looking

up the project areas, and Debbie Whetsell, equal time typing the letters.
The response rate is about 33%; a greater rate would require more staff
time.

At one time Local Contact teams, made up of members of the amateur

society, visited project areas.

That program was not viable.

I still

maintain that amateurs should not be used to conduct daily, routine business
which provides no immediate returns.

Such individuals are more effective

as concerned private citizens acting in individual cases. for example, the
apartment project in Florence, S. C.
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Evaluation and Recommendations
If the purpose of the review system is to effect archeological preservation, as I believe it is, then the recommendations which follow reflect
more than an attempt to answer every PN.

I also continue to believe that

the review function should be considered separately from the functioning
contract program.
PNs are submitted for review.

Only the S. C. Coastal Council regula-

tions provide a legal basis for state archeological clearances.

The remainder

of our responses are taken under advisement (still a powerful measure) with
specific reference to recommendations from the SHPO in federally-assisted
projects.

While standard letters (especially with help from the word pro-

cessor) will allow us to answer every PN, I think it is necessary to do
more:

to recognize the types of projects and address the specific needs

of applicants and permitting agencies.

Equally important is the identifi-

cation of archeologically sensitive areas.

Both sets of information will

help establish priorities; for example, major activities by public agencies
or large private companies in areas with known sites and/or research
interests should be flagged.
flagged.

Areas that have no records should also be

Standard letters do not provide these distinctions, at least

not without additional input.

Some projects of special interest are now

being flagged, but there are no stated guidelines.
By the time a PN goes out, major projects have generally addressed
archeological interests.

The remainder of the projects are primarily

licensing projects where the Corps or others determine the degree of compliance, often to the point that . if a written reponse is not received in
a certain number of days, it is assumed that there are no adverse effects.
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Minor activities by private individuals usually are not subjected to
costly compliance procedures.
I recommend contacting all the agencies that issue PNs and suggest
that applicants be made aware (perhaps in the license or through a form
letter) that if they encounter archeological

remains~

they are to notify

the Office of State Archeologist; that we request copies of all PNs; and
that we flag projects on the basis of substantive information.
may continue to be a special case.)

Furthermore~

as more than half of

the PNs involve coastal projects, related to underwater
decisions should include the Underwater Division.

(A-95s

concerns~

any

Any decision must also

reflect that fact that staffing is limited.

Consulting Reports
The consulting reports fall somewhere in between the review activities
and the small contract

projects~

a veritable middle ground (Table 8).

are a form of initial response which permits us to act quickly.
time~

the PN

They

At one

I enclosed a listing of the state's archeological contractors with
responses~

but it was not passed along to the applicants.

I also

thought we would be able to do two to four reports a month, whereas the
year's total was six.

At least two consulting projects were aborted.

Perhaps a realistic estimate would be approximately 12 a year with a more
active PN response.

Four responses were the result of PN responses:

one

by us addressed the project specifically; three were funneled through the
SHPO's office.

Duke Power and Harwood Beebe (Lower Dorchester Project)

contacted us directly.
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TABLE 8
1980 CONSULTING REPORTS
Project:

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Sea Pines Plantation
Dune Rejuvenation Project," by the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology. 3 pp.
Sponsor: Sea Pines Plantation Company and Property Owners, Inc.
Hilton Head Island, S. C. 29928
Date:
January 30, 1980
Nature of the Project: Dune rejuvenation, ca. 6.8 km (4.3 mi)
Field Reconnaissance:
Surface survey
Field Results:
No cultural resources
Recommendations:
Archeological clearance recommended because of
nature of deposition and low potential for
archeological resources. Clearance for U.S.
Army Corps permit from Savannah District.

Project:

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Trailside Subdivision
Project in Edgefield County, South Carolina," by Michael A.
Harmon. 4 pp.
Sponsor: Southern Finance Corporation
Augusta, GA 30903
Date:
February 11, 1980
Nature of the Project: Subdivision development of ca. 20-25 ha (50-60 ac)
Field Reconnaissance:
Sampling survey and limited shovel testing
Field Results:
Four prehistoric and historic sites: 38ED44, 38ED45,
38ED46, 38ED47; and five isolated finds. Three
sites inside project boundaries; one outside.
Recommendations:
Because 38ED44 appeared to be relatively undisturbed,
it was recommended for further testing, if it could
not be avoided by construction activities. Clearance
permit needed for federal housing loans.

Project:

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Frenwood Apartment Project
in Kershaw County, South Carolina," by Stephen P. Keane. 3 pp.
Sponsor: Knight & Zeigler, Attorneys at Law
Columbia, S.C. 29201
Date:
April 3, 1980
Nature of the Project: Housing development of ca. 2.4 ha (6 ac)
Field Reconnaissance:
Sampling survey and subsurface shovel testing
Lithic
flakes in disturbed context
Field Results:
Recommendations:
Archeological clearance recommended; permit needed
for federal housing loan.
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TABLE 8 (Continued)

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Catfish Canal Sewer
Interceptor and Force Main in Marion, South Carolina," by
William H. Monteith. 3 pp.
Sponsor: Harwood Beebe Company, engineering planners
Florence, S.C. 29504
Date:
August 13, 1980
Nature of the Project: Wastewater improvements, 4.6 km (2.8 mi)
Field Reconnaissance:
1200 m intensively surveyed and shovel tested
Field Results:
Two twentieth century dump sites
Recommendations:
Archeological clearance recommended; permit
needed for matching federal grant.

Project:

Project:

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of a Portion of the Champion

International Corporation 'Chipper Facility' Transmission
Line Corridor Located Near Silverstreet, South Carolina," by
Michael A. Harmon. 5 pp.
Sponsor: Duke Power Company
Charlotte, N.C. 28242
October 13, 1980
Date:
Nature of the Project: Proposed transmission line right-of-way
(1000 x 68 ft); 350 x 25 m surveyed
Field Reconnaissance:
Surface survey and subsurface testing
Field Results:
No sites inside r-o-w; one known site (38NE5) outside
Recommendations:
Archeological clearance recommended; permit required
for federal licensing.

Project:

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Lower Dorchester County

Wastewater Facilities Project in Dorchester County, South
Carolina," by Michael A. Harmon. 9 pp.
Sponsor: Harwood Beebe Company, engineeri~g planners
Florence, S. C. 29504
Date:
October 17, 1980
Nature of the Project: 45.2 km (28.5 mi) of wastewater improvements plus
a treatment plant
Selected survey of treatment plant area and sewer1ine
Field Reconnaissance:
route (2 field days).
Five prehistoric and historic sites in and near
Field Results:
project area: 2 underwater; 1 plantation site (38DR60)
revisited
Recommendations:
Recommended and intensive su~vey of ca. 3-4 km of
sewerline route and treatment plant site, when the
project design is finalized. Avoid 38DR60 if possible.
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Logistics
The projects generally take a week from field to submission of the
letter report, a total of six weeks this year (see Appendix C for examples
of proposal costs, and reports).
map.

That time includes the drafting of one

On occasion, the necessity for speed can stress the support staff.

Most of the projects are of limited scope • . In one day, an archeologist
can intensively survey 3 to 5 ha or sample larger areas.
reports resulted in recommendations for

clearance~

Four of the

as expected.

The others

provided better information for making recommendations.
Budget
Each consulting report is billed at $300 (Appendix C:

no allowance

should have been made for lunch or indirect costs, but as other costs are
low, $300 appears reasonable).

The cost estimate allows two days for the

archeologist to conduct the field investigation and write the report.
Although the estimate is low for salaries, $300 seems reasonable to charge
for this type of consulting.
Research
Research is very limited in this context.

The primary contributions

lie in systematically collecting site information and general information
about an area.
Staff
Between 10 and 15% of my time is spent on this type of response.

All

but one of the projects were conducted by small contract employees which
has proved cost effective.

These reports also provided the opportunity for

research assistants to practice preparing reports.
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Evaluation and Recommendations
The consulting reports have a standardized format which is easy to
follow.

They are being assembled into a year-end RMS.

Previous letter

reports remain in the site files, which leads to some ambiguity about areas
which have already been investigated.
case in point.
site area.

The Lower Dorchester Project was a

Paul Brockington had already looked at the treatment plant

Previously, letter reports were submitted for projects costing

$500 to $750.

These letter reports were less detailed" and formalized.

I

have not throughly researched the administrative or field time expended on
these projects.

The Broad River sewerline project was run on this basis.

We charged them $1200 or about half of the actual cost (Monthly Report,
January 1980).
of time.

With the $300, there is a set amount of work in a set amount

After that point, if more work is required a separate proposal

is prepared (at the sponsor's request).

This procedure facilitates the

scheduling of resources and personnel.
I feel that the consulting reports are serving their purpose:
immediate response.

quick,

I would be adverse to doing many more than we do now

unless there was some reorganization of responsibilities.

I had thought

that if we did more consulting reports, we could hire a B.A. level archeologist to help with the reports and the review responses.

However, $1800

will not begin to fund any assistance.

Contract Projects
This year the EIA program was awarded eight small contract projects:
1. Duke POlver:
2. B. P. Barber:

Testing and mitigation site 38YK72
Springdale sewerline intensive survey and testing
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Cherokee transmission line reconnaissance survey
Double Branch sewerline intensive survey
Wateree-arangeburg transmission line resurvey
and testing program
Lake Robinson-Sumter transmission line intensive
6. CP&L:
survey
7. CaE-Charleston: Eagle Creek channelization reconnaissance survey
8. Lu & Associates: Columbia Canal and Riverfront Park preliminary
assessment

3. Duke Power:
4. B. P. Barber:
5. SCE&G:

The first three of these projects were developed in the interim

period

before my employment; the remaining five were initiated by me.
All of these projects resulted from direct contacts by
the one for the Corps of Engineers was a bidding situation.

sponsors~

Only

Duke, B.P.

Barber, and SCE&G have a history of working with the Institute.

Carolina

Power and Light has contacted us , on several occasions and expressed interest
in setting up a consulting program.
Logistics
Although the scale of these projects is small, they all go through the
same number of procedural steps: (1) contact and background review; (2)
proposal preparation and university approval; (3) fieldwork and analysis;
(4) preliminary reports; (5) preparation and submission of final draft
copy; and (6) approval and dissemination of report.

Furthermore, they do

not have the administrative nicety of having one sponsor or having the
same type of engineering designs and constraints.
steps are fought with the usual complications.

All of the procedural

The major ones encountered

this year involved logistical and contract considerations.
Coverage Estimates
From Table 9, it appears evident that when shovel testing is employed
to any degree in corridor surveys, person day coverage, whether in the
Piedmont, Fall Line, or upper Coastal Plain, averages about 1.5 krn per day.
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TABLE 9
1980 PROJECTS
Project
(Scope)

Field
Days

38YK72
testing

3

Springdale
survey:
18 sites
3 isolates

11

Archeologists
2 staff
2 volunteers

1

Budgeted
Field

Budgeted
On-Campus

PI
Direction

contour map; surface collection of 25 sq m; excavation
of 5 1m x 1m x .5m test pits
in clay

6
person
days

8
person
days

100%

14.3 km 20 m r-o-w;
1.3 km or 2.5 haper person
day; shovel testing at
15 to 20 m intervals in
dense vegetation*

10
person
days

Coverage

0%

45
person
days

~

~

Springdale
testing:
4 sites

7

2

sifting and recording of
93 shovel tests 25 cm sq x
30 cm deep; 2 .5m x .5m x
.4 and 3 1m x 1m x o5m
test pits in sand

12
person
days

10%
2 days

Double
Branch
survey:
3 sites
(out of
r-o-w)

5

1

6.4 km 20 m r-o-w
1.6 km or 3.2 ha per person
day; 58 shovel tests 30 cm
sq x 50 cm deep sifted and
recorded at ca. 100 m
intervals; dense vegetation

5
person
days

15
person
days
(billed
for 10)

10%
2 days

Eagle
Creek
survey:
1 site
(out of
r-o-w)

1

1

1280 m = 19% sample
(6555 m x 60 m r-o-w)

1
person

9
person
(2 daysarchives;
2 dayswriting)

10%
1 day

TABLE 9 (Continued)
Project
(Scope)
SCE&G
survey:
8 sites
3 isolates
SCE&G
testing:
3 sites

Field
Days

Archeologists

CP&L
survey:
6 sites
3 isolates
Cherokee
survey:
3 sites

Budgeted
Field

Budgeted
On-Campus

PI
Direction

6

2

17.5 km x 33 m r-o-w;
1.4 km or 3.85 ha per
person day; shovel tested
at 15-20 m intervals,*
1/2 wooded

10
person
days

25
person
days

15%
3 days

11

2

1 contour map; 10
1m x 1m x .45m test
pits in clay; 54
shovel tests 25 cm sq x
30 cm deep; surface collection of 29 sq m

20
person
days

70
person
days

15%
7 days

4
(10 hr
days)

2

ca. 16 km = 25% sample
(64 km x 33 m r-o-w)
1.6 km or 5~5 ha per
person day; shovel
testing where appropriate

10
person
days

40
person
days

15%
10 days

2

2

5750 m = 25% sample
(21 km x 100 m r-o-w);
10 to 20 m interval
shovel probes

4
person
days

12
person
days

100%

~

VI

Coverage

*Does not include shovel testing or test pits on sites

This figure includes recording at least one and sometimes two sites a day.
Areal coverage is dependent upon the manner in which corridors are traversed,
as transmission lines, sewerlines, and channelization right-of-ways vary in
width.

A good thorough coverage or intensive survey probably averages

between three (dense cover) and five (open ground) hectares per person day,
which is consistent with the 4.5 ha per person day coverage I experienced
in the Shawnee Hills of southern Illinois.

However, better coverage rates

have been reported in the Midwest.
Based on test pit and shovel test data, one person can average .25 cu
m a day on a moderately extensive site, when performing other activities
such as surface collecting, mapping, screening, recording, etc.

This

figure is an average for sand and clay and mechanical and hand screening.
In clay, the depth of a one by one meter test pit may be as shallow as 10
cm; in sand, as deep as 30 cm.

This figure compares favorably with block

excavation data from Gregg Shoals:

in sand, .5 to .7 cu m per person day

when only digging is involved (Ann Tippitt, personal communication).

Such

calculations are necessary to derive accurate proposal estimates of what
can be accomplished in specified time periods.
No phase of the field work was schedhled to run longer than two weeks.
No crew was in the field for more than one consecutive week.

These figures

serve not only to point out the small scale nature of the project, but also
demonstrate the constant attention required for varied, short bursts of
activity.

Programming the activities, while alleviating part of the pro-

blem, adds its own negative "cookbook" frame of mind.
Reports
As always, reports take time to prepare.

I have issued several letter

reports and separate management summaries to provide sponsors with
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plann~ng

information (see Table 10).

I particularly like bringing out the RMS with

both aspects of the survey and testing program included.

I have realized

that time constraints may mean submitting final draft copies for sponsors'
comments and review procedures prior to editing and publication by the
Institute.

Two of the reports have not yet been included in the RMS though

final copies have been submitted to the sponsors.

They do not fit separate

RMS status; nor are they like the consulting reports.
Proj ect Records
At this time, I would not say that we have curated all project records
effectively.

The inventory files are set up on the basis of site data;

much of the information on systematic coverage cross-cuts sites, maps,
counties.

In addition, the administrative files are not cross-referenced.

If the sponsor is unknown, it is hard to locate the project file.
never die, they resurface in new forms.)

(Projects

Nor is there good integration

between main administrative files, PI project files, and field and analysis
projp.ct files.

These problems go beyond this small contracting office.

Contracts
Problems have been encountered in the contracting negotiations.

Two

of these involved the same "save and hold h<:\rmless" clause with the major
utility companies.

In all, the university's failure to act promptly cost

us 12 weeks of delay.
panies.

Two other problems developed with these same com-

Where there is no federal concern (CP&L lawyers assessing the

federal involvement), CP&L does archeology in order to be consistent with
other legislation.

If we had not negotiated for a week of fieldwork in

that case, I feel we would have been inconsistent.

SCE&G informed us that

their right-of-way was an easement and did not involve ownership.
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Thus,

TABLE 10
1980 EIA PROJECT REPORTS
"Appendix: The Archeological Testing Program at Site
38YK72," by Veletta Canouts. 26 pp., 3 fig., 7 tables
In "Test Pits in the Piedmont: An Archeological Survey
of Duke Power Company's Proposed Catawba Transmission
Lines," by Paul E. Brockington, Jr.
RMS:

#152, August 1980

Letter Report:

January 4, 1980, 1 pp.

"An Archeological Survey and Testing Program Along Six
Mile Creek, Lexington County, South Carolina," by
Michael A. Harmon. i-viii, 96 pp., 8 figs. s 27 tables
RMS:

#162, April 1980'(printed in August)

Letter Report:

18, 1980, 3pp., 1 fig.
April 1, 1980, 3 pp., 4 figs.
J~,nuary

"An Archeological Survey of the Proposed Double Branch
Interceptor Sewer: Lexington County, South Carolina,"
by Jim Sexton. 15 pp., 1 fig., 1 table
Final Report:

July 1980, 25 copies submitted to sponsor

"An Archeological Survey of a Realignment of the Proposed
Wateree-Orangeburg 230 kv Transmission Line and an Archeological Testing Program for 38CL29, 38CL37 and 38CL4l,"
by Michael A. Harmon. 113 pp., 9 figs., 30 tables
Final Draft Report:

November 1980, 30 copies submitted to
sponsor

Management Summary:

August 4, 1980, 13 pp.

"An Archeological Reconnaissance Survey of a Proposed
230 kv Transmission Line from Lake Robinson to Sumter,
South Carolina," by Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
Management Summary:

July 30, 1980, 9 pp.
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

"An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Eagle Creek and
Chandler Bridge Creek Channelization Project, Dorchester
County, South Carolina," by James D. Scurry. 10 pp.,
2 figs., letter appendix.
Final Report:

October 1, 1980, 25 copies submitted to
sponsor

Draft Report:

September 5, 1980, 2 copies submitted to
sponsor
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they need the landowner's permission for tower and line placement as well
as for archeological survey and testing.

In this last project, lawyers

who were managing an estate were concerned about the value of archeological
materials.

The SOPA executive board supported our solution of providing

recovery estimates.

These problems illustrate the long-range consequences

of day-to-day decision making.

Each contract has had its share of idio-

syncracies and precedent setting decisions.
Proposal Preparation
The first half of Table 11 lists the unfunded proposals I prepared this
year.

Again, except for the Naval Weapons Station, all proposals involved

rather small scopes of work and
considered too high).

~imited

budgets (which in most cases were

We will in all likelihood be awarded the City of

Columbia project, and we are planning to work with the Naval Weapons Station
personnel to establish a program similar to SRP.
The bids for the remaining four (we underbid Harmony) may have been a
few thousand higher than our bottom line.

But the difference is the dif-

ference between synthesizing the research information, following through on
logistical and analytical details, needing to hire additional personnel with
no real way to support them for a year, n0t knowing what some of our actual
costs are in order to know where we will be short if we underbid, and
finally needing research direction to know if we really want to bid on these
projects.
On the whole, of the 12 projects for which I prepared a formal proposal,

5 were awarded to us; 2 may be awarded depending upon available funds; and
1 has not yet been decided.

All four COE projects involved bids.

Scheduling
As can be seen, scheduling of small projects can be very difficult to
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TABLE 11
1980 PROPOSAL PREPARATION--UNFUNDED

EIA--Survey and Testing
Bushy Park Reservoir
Project:
Sponsor:
COE--Charleston District
Bid:
$14,631
Dates: September/October
Scope of Work: Archeological reconnaissance: archival research and
sampling survey 300/3435 acres
Comments: Carolina Archaeological Services awarded contract; scope
and area similar to AMOCO @ $8,919 (IAA); scheduling project
would have been difficult; lAA third bid
Project:
Georgetown Harbor-Estherville Plantation
COE--Charleston District
Sponsor:
Bid:
$8,163
Dates: August/September
Scope of Work: Archeological reconnaissance: archival research and
field investigation of selected areas
Comments: Carolina Archaeological Services awarded contract; Corps
estimated cost at half our bid
Georgetown Harbor-Harmony Plantation
Project:
COE--Charleston District
,
Sponsor:
$4,688
Dates: December/January/February
Bid:
Scope of Work: Archeological reconnaissance: archival research and
sampling survey 55/360 acres
Comments: Proposal pending; we made a very low bid
Columbia Canal and Riverside Park
Project:
City of Columbia
Sponsor:
$3,742 (August)
Dates:
Bid:
Scope of Work: Survey and evaluation of study area
Street Bridge
Comments: Proposal pending; have contract with Mr.
Gervais Bridge; lAA submitted at least 2
McMann and others; this project has been
January, 1980

open
south of Gervais
Lu for area north of
full proposals to
"in the works" since

Project:
U. S. Naval Weapons Station, Charleston, South Carolina
U. S. Navy
Sponsor:
$76,756-negotiable (August)
Dates: open
Bid:
Scope of Work: Cultural resources management study
Comments: Preliminary prospectus submitted; IAA would like to set this
up like SRP
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TABLE 11 (Continued)
Project:
Trailside Subdivision
Sponsor:
Mr. Walker, private developer
Bid:
$4,283
Dates: February
Scope of Work: Testing of site 28ED44 found during a reconnaissance
survey (see consulting reports)
Comments: Mr. Walker was angry at costs and refused to discuss proposal
Proj ect:
Sponsor:

Locklair Airport
Dorchester County Aeronautics Commission represented by
J.E. Sirrine Company
Bid:
$5,026
Dates: March
Scope of Work: Survey and assessment of 230 acres
Comments: Bid too high and other contractors sought
Project:
Comments:

Miscellaneous letters and over the phone conversations:
e.g., 1. Darlington Wastewater Treatment Plant; 2. Augusta
Wastewater Treatment Plant; 3. Carolina Pipeline
These projects never made it to the formal proposal stage;
cost estimates ranged from ca. $5,000 to per day costs for
reference (see chart made up for these projects and for
Columbia Canal in Appendix D)

MITIGATION
Project:
Springdale Sewerline: Site 38LX2l4
Sponsor:
Town of Springdale represented by B. P. Barber; EPA
Bid:
$25,126 (matching $6,697) (April)
Dates! fall
Scope of Work: Block excavation; analysis; report
Comments: Town voted against sewer project
Proj ect:
RBR: Beaverdam Mound and Village (9EB85)
Sponsor:
lAS/CaE
Bid:
Dates: June •••
$75,533 (range $72 to $77 ,000)
Scope of Work: Testing phase
Comments: University of Georgia history of interest and they were awarded
contract
Proj ect:
RBR: Anderson County Sites (38AN8, 29, 126)
Sponsor:
lAS/CaE
Bid:
$89,603 (ceiling $95,000)
Dates:
Scope of Work: Testing phase
Comments: Southeastern Wildlife awarded contract
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October •.•

control.

Given the size and expertise of the current program, we are

managing almost all of the consulting and contract projects we can and
still not experiencing too great a runover.

Two projects are late:

I

hope to wrap up Cherokee and CP&L by the end of the summer.
Budget
I have not yet performed an in-depth feasibility study of budgetary
line items.

The PI time, at 10 to 15% of project time, is insufficient to

pay my quarter-time salary unless indirect costs are considered (Tables 12
and 13).

The projects kept one full-time B.A. level "supervisory" archeo-

logist and a quarter-time assistant employed.

The support staff monies ran

around 1/3 time (an average of hard and soft money positions considered).
Travel money was budgeted all right for the year so long as the projects used Institute vehicles or reimbursed people for driving their own
cars to projects in the vicinity of Columbia.

We need immediate access to

vehicles in order to respond quickly: we now have a truck.

Per diem costs

calculated at $30 a day are somewhat inadequate if room costs cannot be
shared in chain motels (a situation that arises with small mixed crews).
Furthermore, many towns are too small to have travel accommodations; therefore, we have extended our range for daily commuting from Columbia to more
than 50 miles.

When project driving is considered, especially in the case

of linear surveys, survey personnel are often in the field more than 8-hour
days.

When crews find themselves in this position for three consecutive

days, we will process daily per diem claims.
Telephones, photocopying costs, office supplies, equipment, etc. have
still to be figured on a project basis.

No one small project should bear

the expense of major field and analytical equipment or office supplies when
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TABLE 12
EIA SALARIES
Principal Investigator
Canouts

12/79 thru 12/80

$

4,613

Archeologists
Harmon

12/79 thru 12/80

9,500*

Sexton

676

Peters

440

Scurry

300
Subtotal

10,916

Research Assistants

670

Keane

2,000

Monteith
Subtotal

TOTAL

*

2,670

$ 18,199

Harmon is now is a full-time position; partial salary on Russell
84 sites is not included.
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TABLE 13
1980 EIA PROJECTS

VI
VI

Project

PI

Arch.

38YK72

448

210

Springdale

134

2323

Double Branch

149

772

SCE&G

619

3376

CP&L

668

1087

Cherokee

512

Eagle Creek
Columbia Canal
Consulting
TOTALS

Research
Assistant

Soft $
Support Staff

Hard $
Support Staff

60
210

Indirect

Total

Account

357

1,982

reimbursable

385

154

1149

5,800

fixed (E100)*

330

264

921

3,250

fixed (E100)*

3000

773

585

4452

16,897

fixed

1289

412

396

2131

7,692

fixed

272

250

173

667

2,800

fixed (E100)*

65

400

85

100

375

1,500

fixed (E100)*

150

1000

225

275

1000

3,500

reimbursable

78

480

102

120

450

1,800

fixed (E100)*

2823

9920

2622

2067

11,502

45,221

4499

* Indirect costs not deducted from account

only fractions of quantities are used.

I would like to devise some pro-

rated costs for non-specific project items.

Right now I say "yes" to

questions on an it€ID by item (Institute) basis with no idea about long
range planning needs.
for curation use.

I do include curation costs which are transferred

What about insurance or maintenance costs?

Since the budgets are small, pro-rated costs would be a better
means of allowing access to major inventory items.

However, if the section

must rely on its own resources, money from several projects may have to be
accumulated to make sure the following are available:

(1) vehicle; (2)

word processing terminal; (3) equipment; (4) support services.
In talks with Nolan Gomm, I 'have made arrangements to transfer any
money from fixed price accounts to a separate account after a certain period
of time.

Almost all of the small projects should be run as fixed price

(see Appendix D); six of them were.

In addition, I have learned that the

EIOO account does not charge overhead.

I think we should continue to line

item overhead in the budgets for consistency.

It provides some flexibility

and may allow us to underbid, if necessary.
The Eagle Creek project points out the fact that a set amount of money
relates directly to a set amount of work.

Because of the time frame and

limited budget, I said we would contract for only a limited amount of work
(but recommend more if necessary).

We did a minimal amount of work. l

we had done more, we would have been in an underbid situation.
be a decision, not a happening.

If

That should

Knowing when to underbid or plan work to

fit the budget is necessary since the small contract program is not costeffective (or research effective).

That is, there is no flexibility for

lThe problem of adequacy is discussed in the general assessment pages
24-27.
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dealing with problems and delays in project phases.

For example, the pro-

gram is funded by several sponsors; there is no one budget to playoff as
in the highway program or SRP.

Fixed price contracts offer one solution.
Research

There are at least two ways of effecting research with small contract
projects:

(1) working under large scale research designs; and (2) suggesting

and beginning to answer smaller methodological and procedural questions.
To effect number one, a research outline should be readied.

Al Goodyear's

general design for the highway pr9gram was an initial step.

Mike Harmon

using the Springdale and SCE&G data began to formalize more substantive,
predictive models based upon many of the ideas put forth by John House and
Al Goodyear.

Furthermore, he has incorporated historic data.

Mike Harmon

and Bill Monteith began to synthesize some Woodland site data for the CP&L
report.

I have followed and expanded upon Paul Brockington's recommenda-

tions for transmission line cultural resource management studies.
The only two projects that did not have research direction were Double
Branch and Eagle Creek, both of which were undertaken because of the sponsor's
needs and our realized or anticipated research potential in working on their
other projects.

Columbia Canal is an unknown quantity at this time.

It was

undertaken primarily because of its political and service ramifications.
In the immediate future, the results of these and other projects should be
gathered together in order to provide further direction.

The process of

synthesizing and data recovery must both occur together.

It may be that

the cost of synthesizing can be pro-rated on small budgets to permit hiring
a research assistant.
At present, I cannot say that I have established minimally acceptable
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standards for all field, analysis, and write-up activities in the small
contract program.

However, I believe there must be some quality control if

only for the following reasons:

(1) we need to know when our budgets or

personnel fall below the capacity for producing quality reports.

IAA has

to be able to furnish the necessary funding and expertise to provide a quality
report; especially if (2) private contractors are criticized for these very
short-comings.
Staff
This year the program has been comprised of myself and Mike Harmon
with temporary employees added on a project or task specific basis.

I told

Harmon in January that based on his performance I would try to keep him
employed full-time for one year after which time there would be a re-evaluation of the program and his position.

Although Harmon had never had any

supervisory experience, he has performed well on these small projects.

In

July I was able to pay him a supervisory wage and in October placed him in
Jim Scurry's full-time slot.
I have spent some time in teaching and directing Harmon,

less than

I would have liked; however, Harmon's abilities are such that he had done
credible research.

Jim Sexton, Jim Scurry, and Lynn Peters required less

direction, but the research effort was also less in every case (due, in
part, to the scopes of work).
I have spent at minimum 15% of time on proposal preparation; 15% on
administrative and logistical concerns; and 15% in research direction of
field work, analysis, and report preparation equaling between 45 and 50%.
Because of the staffing limitations, I have assumed primary responsibility
for writing ' up 38YK72, the Cherokee survey, and now CP&L.

This kind of activ-

ity takes block time, a rare commodity in my position, and those reports are
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the ones that fall behind.

Evaluation and Recommendations
Although I have not answered all the questions I raised in February
(Appendix A), data are now emerging on which to base some preliminary
evaluations and recommendations.
The majority of projects appear to relate to improvements by utilities,
municipalities, and coastal modifications by the Corps of Engineers.

In

the future we might expect concern with hydroelectric power (Keel's assessment) and in this state, the nuclear waste disposal sites.

Scheduling will

continue to be a problem of small projects which pop-up at will.

If we

want to expand the program, we will have to have better information on
forthcoming projects, perhaps contacting major lead agencies or consulting
firms.

Without such contact, we should not plan on hiring more personnel

than we now have.
On the other hand, we could define research goals and contact lead
agencies with interests in those areas.

The Institute cannot bid effec-

tively against the private small contractors or larger multi-state contractors:

the former can underbid us because of low overhead and lack of

research synthesis; the latter can go after
occur.

sc~pes

of work wherever they

Perhaps a combination strategy would be effective:

going after

scopes of work in areas of research interest and cutting costs if necessary,
while accepting contracts in a "limited" contract service program.
order to be effective the research interests must be "defined" on an
individual or Institute-wide basis.
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A

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA, S . C. 29208

INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

February 25, 1980

MEMORANDUM
To:

Stephenson
Marquardt

From:

VAL~

Re:

Environmental Impact Archeology Program

'J

After 14 weeks (have I really been working here that long?),
I believe I am now in a position to review and assess the current
standing of the Environmental Impact Archeology program. Obviously,
my first few weeks were spent acquainting myself with the Institute,
its staff and procedures and my new responsibilities. To date, I have
either performed or in some way accounted for the following: 1) preparation and submission of proposals; 2) A95 reviews; 3) consulting;
4) contract negotiation; 5) supervision of EIS survey and analysis;
6) preparation of aRMS; 7) on-the-ground survey and site testing in
the Piedmont; and 8) general day-to-day administrative tasks.
The Institute is of a different structure and organization
than I've encountered in either my Museum or Center experience. For
one thing, it has many more staff archeologists. My background dealt
with the multi-faceted nature of cultural resource management programs,
certainly in contract frameworks but not narrowly delimited. I will
try to specify the EIA program in addressing the issues below, but
bear with me if in the course of the discussion, I wander onto other
lAA procedures and policies or a general CRM philosophy.

The University of South Carolina: USC Aiken; USC Salkehatchie. Allendale; USC Beaufort; USC Columbia; Coastal
Carolina College. Conway; USC Lancaster; USC Spartanburg; USC Sumter; USC Union; and the Military Campus.
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AGENDA FOR FEBRUARY 27
Scopes of Work
~P

The program has mainly responded to HUn or EPA-related community improvement projects, utility projects, and survey projects for federal agencies
preparing EIS statements.
1) Need to establish communication about and guidelines for proposal
response: types of projects, number of projects, commitment to following
through multi-stage research, scheduling, consistency in scopes of work
and cost estimates, etc.
2) Would like to have enough (computerized?) management information to
prepare proposals on a project ,specific basis, making use of our cummu1ative knowledge about project-specific impacts, research interests, and
predictive modeling.
3) Might be possible to submit proposals to companies that would allow
us to conduct methodological experiments that go beyond legislative
mandates.
4) Future concerns would involve development of long-range management
programs for various sponsors.
A95 & State Reviews
The program is responsible for reviewing state or federally funded and
licensed projects which might impact archeological resources. Many of
these projects do not require the preparation of an EIS but do need
archeological clearance.
1) A separate me~eva1uates the kinds of projects involved, the number
of reviews, types of response, etc., with recommendations for a system to
deal with the paperwork.
2) Have initiated one-day field inspections with letter reports.
projects thus far.

Two

3) Need to discuss conflict of interest. Perhaps m1n1m1ze by supplying
names of professional archeologists in the state to prospective sponsors.
4)

Need to discuss relationship with the SHPO.

5) Do not advocate using amateurs in this program for several reasons
which I will discuss.
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Research
The research deriving from the program relates directly to the interest
and expertise of the researcher (+ available time) on a project-specific
basis.
1) Would like to plan regional-subregional research for a number of
projects.
2) Methodological, management designs are also necessary products of
these projects for future decision-making.
Possibility of setting aside some funding or preparing a proposal for
a rese.'uch assistant to integrate a number of project results into an interpretive synthesis.
3)

To maintain an interest and provide training foro researchers, will need
to have minimal research and/or management emphasis in each report. Need
to set minimal standards of recording and reporting.

4)

5) Need to budget for preparation time for designing field strategies,
predictive modeling, etc.
6) Need to have some priorities in mind regarding staff research interests
and RFP. In this regard how does EIA function, if at all?
7) Seems to be some separation of historic research from the EIA program,
any reason?

Project Implementation
Types
The EIA program seems to be limited to smaller projects and initial project
phases. Smaller projects can in the long run take more time, effort, and
cost more than larger ones.
Logistics
I am now in the process of compiling caverage rates and time-task information
to help operationa1ize research/management requirements, scheduling, and
budget estimates.
Budget
I certainly need a better idea of project costs (+ hidden costs) in preparing
costs estimates for proposals. Need to get into project files and identify
scopes of work and actual costs. Are contracts self-supporting?
Staff
The policy has been to add on staff as needed. I prefer to limit newcomers
to one ye~r of work in order to cycle people in and out. For current types
of projects, we are talking about bringing in supervisory people at the
M. A. level or equivalent. Acting as PI, I can only handle about 5 on-going
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projects, no matter what the size. If PIs are hired for contract work,
how do they fit into program, if at all. I would like to have an in-house
research assistant to help concurrently the field surveyors. In-house
assistants could help with management information on A95s, consultation, etc.
Project Records
Administrative and research filing systems need to be coordinated so I
can get back to project quickly. Projects do not die, they just resurface
in a different form.
Support
The EIA program is funded totally on soft money. What are our special
interests and capabilities regarding the following areas:
1) Competitive bidding.
dize projects?

How much and where can we '(or should we) subsi-

2) Responsibility of state archeologist's office to perform services for
private citizens and sponsors~
Services
The strain is already affecting our service staff in terms of typing.
10 days for proposal preparation is average;· almost the same amount of
time to respond to one-day field inspection~ Typing of drafts, etc. has
not been considered. What will happen when the contract program gears up?
Teaching/Training
Un).ess we hire more PIs, I will need to train incoming researchers.
the-job training is not experienced in academia.
1)

How does this program fit into the departmental MA program?

2)

Hill I be teaching this year?

On-

Administrative Miscellaneous
1) Need for regular planning meetings? To anticipate scheduling problems
revolving around personnel, equipment, etc.
2)

Possibility of raising ceiling on EIOO account?

3)

Need for a management brochure for prospective sponsors.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29208

INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

February 27, 1980

MEMORANDUM

To:

Stephenson
Marquardt

From:

VALW

Re:

A95s and State Review

In order to better understand the review system, I surveyed
the public notices which had accumulated in Scurry's office. There
are undoubtedly other public notices for 1979 that are contained in
the files in the front office, but I believe that the 642 pieces of
correspondence that I went through give a good idea of the volume
of correspondence, the types of projects involved, and the various
responses. In addition to the 642 PN or PN-related correspondence,
there were 216 reviews from 1978 and 79 from 1977 that I examined,
for a total of 937 documents.
The following discusses the review system in general; specific
idiosyncrasies of the agencies issuing the PNs will be left for a
later time.
Volume
There seems to be an average
Since the beginning of January, we
map checks for non-agency requests
ments for our information. We are
per day.

of 55 documents to process a month.
have received 97 PNs, performed 3
for information, and filed 19 docuaveraging a little over 2 documents

By far, the greatest number of reviews comes through the SC Coastal
Council which also issues joint public notices with the Department of the
Army. In many cases, this can lead to double filing. The other two
major review agencies are the SC Project Notification and Review System
and a poor fourth, the Water Resources Commission.

The University of South Carolina: USC Aiken; USC Salkehatchie. Allendale; USC Beaufort; USC Columbia; Coastal
Carolina College. Conway; USC Lancaster; USC Spartanburg; USC Sumter; USC Union; and the Military Campus.
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Types of Projects
The majority of projects are small underwater or water related
projects, approximately 33%. Highways account for an additional 10
to 15% while housing developments account for around 20%. The latter
have the most potential for on-land site probability but only about
50% of these projects occur in non-urban environments and over 50%
of these involves tracts of land less than 10 acres in size.
Response
Based on past performances, I have been responding to the PNs
by having the project area checked for sites and sending a form or
modified form letters (which were already on hand) if there are
sites. For the SC Project Notification and Review System, a standard
response is sent even if there are no sites. Based on the 1979 data,
this should be running about 33%. Although I have not checked the
ratio this year, the percentage appears to be about right.
Recommendations
The review system should be considered separately from the
contract program. I believe that the major efforts of the review
system should be directed towards processing a minimal level of
response concerning our expert opinion. We should probably revise
our standard responses somewhat and include listings of other
archeologists to minimize conflict of interest settings.
The turn around time and the volume of correspondence do not
allow effective use of amateurs. I do not think they sould be
counted upon for day-to-day professional administrative concerns.
They are much more effective in special interest, crisis, longer
term endeavors.
The review system will probably generate 2 one-day field
inspections a month. This would pay for a B.A. type archeologist,
1/2 or even 3/4 time to be available to handle map checks, correspondence,
filing, and one-day field inspections with minimal supervision. Jolee
is presently doing the map checks but her talents may be better used
elsewhere.
I believe that reviews and correspondence from agencies which have
their own archeologists should be conducted in the same program but should
be processed differently than straight form letters.
I am also wondering how.the underwater program might be (should be)
integrated into this review system.
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PUBLIC NOTICES -- 1979
SC Coastal Council

215

33%

SC Project Notification and
Review System

185

29%

US Department of the Army
Charleston District
Savannah District

127
40

20%
6%

35

6%

US Coast Guard

6

1%

SC Highways

2

.3%

US Soil Conservation Service

2

.3%

US Forest Service

1

.1%

Utilities Applicati0n

1

Division of General Services and
Water Resources Commission

Misc.

28
TOTAL

642

Average 55/month (minimum)
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4%

1979

SC COASTAL COUNCIL
No Sites
Possible Sites

168
30
17

78%
14%
8%

ca. 120
61
3

60%
30%
·2%

15

8%

150
18
17

84%
10%
9%

116

67%

55
4
1

30%
2%
1%

?

Types of Projects
Piers/docks
Rip-rap/pi1ings/dunes
Excavation/dredging
Misc.

SC PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM
No Sites
Possible Sites
?

Types of Projects
Housing
10 acres
50 acres
100 acres
100 acres
Highway
Sewer/water
City Park

82
38
3
1

66%
30~~

2%
1%

Environment*

\

Urban
Other

61
103

40%
60%

*Inc1udes Highways
US DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY -- CHARLESTON DISTRICT
Minor Activity
No Sites
Possible Sites

24
5
6

?

69

69%
14%
17%

CHARLESTON (cont.)
Types of Projects
Piers/docks
Rip-rap/bulkheads

38
14

70%
26%

2

4%

67
15
10

73%
16%
11%

Piers/moorings/ramps
Rip-rap/pilings
Dredging/channeling
RR/pipes
Causeways/roads

25
30
15
7

27%
33%
16%
8%

4

4%

Misc.

10

11%

Misc.
Major Activity
No Sites
Possible Sites
?

Types of Projects

US DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY -- SAVANNAH DISTRICT

(3 in GA)

Minor Activity
No Sites
Possible Sites
?

4
3

58%
42%

4

50%
50%

o

o

Types of Projects
Rip-rap/bulkhead
Piers/docks

4

Major Activity
No Sites
Possible Sites

2

83%
12%

3
3
1
1
2

33%
33%
10%
10%
20%

10

o

?

o

Types of Projects
Rip-rap/bulkhead
Piers/docks
Dredging
Dunes
Bridge
etc.
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SAVANNAH (cont.)
Unclassified
No Sites
Possible Sites

11

2
5

?

52%
10%
24%

Types of Projects
Dredging
Dock/pier
Rip-rap

3
2

45%
15%
10%

Misc.

6

30%

9

DIVISION OF GENERAL SERVICES AND WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION
No Sites
Possible Sites
?

25
4
7

71%
11%
17%

21
3
4
2
2

57%
14%
8%
11%
5%
5%

4
2

67%
33%

459
79
62

77%
13%
10%

76
227
116

12%
34%
18%

Types of Projects
Highways
RR/transmission lines/gas1ines
Sewer/water
Sand mining
Channelizing
Recreation

5

US COAST GUARD
Types of Projects
SC Highways
Bridges

TOTALS
No Sites
Possible Sites
?

Types of Proj ects (N = 643) .
Highways
Underwater
Housing
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COL.UMBIA, S. C. Z9Z0e

INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOlOGY AND ANTHROPDLOGY

Dear
The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, provides a professional service to the private businesses and
public agencies in South Carolina to assist in compliance with federal
legislation and state and local regulations concerning the protection
of cultural and archeological resources.
For a consulting fee of $300.00, an archeologist from the Institute
will make a one-day inspection tour of the proposed project area and
assess the archeological potential.
A letter report will be submitted, including the following:
1.
2.
3.

A description of the area examined and its relationship to
the proj ec to
A map of the area examined, with project boundaries identified.
A description of the examination procedures, including the
extent of the area studied and coverage estimates.

If no archeological resources are located:
4.

A statement that no archeological resources were found and
recommendation for a finding of no adverse effects.

If archeological resources are located:
5.

A recommended program of studies to assess ·realistically the
impact to archeological resources.

Where archeological resources are identified, the recommendations
will reflect familiarity with the area and knowledge of the expected
nature of the sites. In cases where few resources are located, the lnltial consulting fee covers some of the costs involved in processing the
site information recovered during the field inspection.
Please advise us at your earliest convenience as to whether you
wish to engage our services for this project.
Sincerely yours,
Robert L. Stephenson
Director
The University of South Carolina: USC Aiken; USC Salkehatchie. Allendale; USC Beaufort; USC Columbia; Coastal
Carolina College. Conway; USC Lancaster; USC Spartanburg; USC Sumter; USC Union; and the Military Campus.
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Consulting fee:

$300.00

Personnel
Principal Investigator
10% for 2 days @ $8/hr

$

Archeologist
2 days @ $5/hr

13
80

Secretary-typist
10% for 2 days @ $4.25/hr

7

Drafting/Photography/Editing

30

Fringe
Insurance
Hospital

18
5

Travel and Per Diem
250 mi (125 mi radius) @ l8¢/mi
Lunch

45
5

Commodities (operations)

15

Curation

7

Indirect
58% of $130

75
$
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300.00

,

EXAMPLE OF A CONSULTING REPORT

AN ARCHEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF THE
CATFISH CANAL SE\.JER INTERCEPTOR AND FORCE MAIN IN MARION ~ SOUTH CAROLINA

Prepared for
Harwood Beebe Company
1524 South Siesta Drive
Florence~ South Carolina 29504

.
Prepared by

William H. Monteith

Prepared Under the
Principal

s~~ervision

of

Investigator:~~~-·
Vel~tta Can~

.

;?/l--.-I/.c6¥L~

Director and
State Archeologist:

Robert L. Stephenson
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Colurohia~ SC
29208
August 13 7 1980
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AN ARCHEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF THE
CATFISH CANAL SEvlER INTERCEPTOR M"D FORCE MAIN IN l-1ARION, SmITH CAROLINA

The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology at the University of South
Carolina, Columbia, was contacted by the firm of Harwood Beebe to provide an
archeological assessment of the proposed Catfish Canal Sewer Interceptor and
Force Main, Project No. 5339, located in Marion, South Carolina. State or
federally funded <;>r permitted actions which result in environmental alterations are/subject to review concerning the possible impacts on cultural or
archeological resources. Small scale projects where environmental impact statements are not necessarily required are subject to the following archeological
clearance procedures: 1) an archeological investigation of the project area;
2) an assessment of the potential significance of resources present with reference to the National Register .of Historic Places; 3) if no resources are
present, a statement of no direct or indirect impact or if resources are present,
satisfactory resolution of the potentially adverse effects; and 4) archeological
recommendations.
.

Archeological Background
More than 80 prehistoric and historic sites are presently recorded in
County. They span a period of several thousand years, fro~ 10,000 B.P.
to European contact. One historic site is recorded on the National Register of
Historic Places. The Statewide Archeological Inventory File maintained by the
Institute shows no sites in the project area. However, the area has never been
systematically investigated by archeologists. Mr. James L. Michie (personal
communication), who grew up in the area, reported that as a youth, he found some
prehistoric pottery sherds in a garden at the corner of Withlacoodhee Avenue
and Railroad Avenue. The lack of archeological investigation and the demon~
strated site location potential indicated the need for·anarcheological reconnaissance to ascertain the presence or absence of archeological sites within the .
proj ect area.
\
~furion

Proj ect Design
Over 15,000 feet of wastewater improvements are proposed for Marion, South
. Carolina. The line of improvements runs roughly from West Liberty Street to
Warwick Drive. The majority of this line will be located in residential areas.
However, over 3,600 feet of eight-inch force main will cross through a wooded
area which has not been previously disturbed to any great extent. This portion
of the line runs roughly from West Bond Street to Railroad Avenue (Fig. 1). To
the west of this proposed route is a drainage ditch which bounds the city limits.
On the other side of the ditch is a large corn field.
Catfish Canal bouridsthe
corn field, 240 to 800 feet west of the force main route. According to the 1947
edition of the ~ U.S.G.S. Marion 7.5 minute quadrangle, the corn field between the
ditch and Catfish Canal was swamp.
76
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Field Reconnaissance
On August 11, 1980, William H. Monteith and Hichael A. Harmon from the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology inspected the project area. They drove
the entire route. The pedest.rian survey was concentrated on the undisturbed area
surrounding the eight-inch force main referenced in Figure 1. This entire route
is wooded. The surveyors shovel probed at 10 and 20 m intervals along the northern end of the route at Railroad Avenue and the southern end of the route at
West Bond Street. In the intervening area, the edge of the bean field on the east
side of the route was walked. The cultivated area comes to within approximately
4.5 m.. of the proposed route. If archeological sites were located in the rightof-way, in all likelihood the plow would have exposed distinguishing artifacts.

Field Results and Evaluation
'.

Subsurface testing failed to disclose any evidence of archeological remains
in the area. The only surface material associations were two twentieth century
dump sites (Fig. 1). The first dump is located near station 3+00. Early and
modern soft drink and liquor bottles, fragments of metal and a few ironstone.
sherds littered the ground. The second dump is located at the intersection of
the proposed main and drain pipe, station 14+26. This dump contains hundreds of
broken soft drink bottles, primarily Coca-Cola bottles dating from the early and
middle 20th century. Most of the bottles had Marion, S.C. molded on the bottom.
Mr. James L. ~tlchie (personal communication) stated'that a Coca-Cola bottling
plant was once located nearby on Railroad Avenue. This area may then have been
an intentional dumping site. A few ironstone sherds, bricks, and concrete chunks
were also observed.

Archeological Recommendations
The arCheological reconnaissance failed to locate any prehistoric or early
historic archeological resources. Although the Coca-Cola bottle dump may be of
local historical interest and even archeological interest in terms of refuse
"
patterns or changing bottle designs, no further archeological investigation is
indicated. The field notes and collected bottle fragments provide adequate
reference material for this relatively recent disposal of modern American culture.
Archeological clearance is recommended for the entire project area. Should significant arCheological materials be unearthed during construction, a professional
arCheologist should be contacted.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL PHASE
Assessment

Field
Survey

Field
Testing

Field
'\....
Mitigation

COST ESTIMATES PER PERSON-DAY
I.

II.
III.
co
o

IV.

V.

VI.

VI!.

Salaries
Principal Investigator (Archeologist-:II)
10 to 25% of time @ ca. $20,000/year
Supervisory Archeologist (Archeologist I) @ $15,000/year
Field and/or Research Assistant @ $9,000/year
Laboratory Supervisor @ $13,000/year
Support Staff 50% of one person-day
Typist @ $8,500/year
Editor @ $lO,OOO/year
Draftsman @ $13,OOO/year
Photographer @ $IS,OOO/year
Conservator @ $14,000/year

25

25

25

58

58

25

25
58
35
50
25

35
50
25

35
50
25

23

31

31

31

10
60

10
60

10
60

.15

15

15

5

5

5

15

15

58

35

Fringe Benefits
l3.63%-of Salaries plus $26.50/person-month
Travel and Per Diem
20c/mile @ 50 miles/day local .
Per Diem @ $30/day
Supplies and Special Services
Printing
Photocopying
Equipment Maintenance
Computer time
Analytical supplies
Etc.

15

Curation
Contractual Services
Consultants @'10% of $150/day
e.g., sedimento1ogists, geomorpho1ogists, etc,
Specialized Analyses
e.g., dating, botanical analyses, trace element
Indirect Costs
36.7% of salaries (off-campus ,5B~; of salaries '(on-campus)
TOTAL

20
s~udies.

etcG
83

112

112

. 112

264

416

431

451

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA, S. C. Z9Z0B

INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

February 11,1980

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Bob and Bill

FROM:

VAL'·}.V

RE:

Fixed price purchase orders

·1

In order to operate more 'efficiently and effectively, I would
like to request that all fixed price purchase order obtained through the
Environmental Impact Archeology Program be managed in a single account.
Many private sponsors are quite familiar with purchase orders for services
rendered, and I would like for them to have the option of electing either
cost reimbursable or fixed price purchase orders for proposals under
$10,000. Any proposal for over $5,000 would require half payment to
start the project, the remainder at the completion of the project. Any
proposal under $5,000 would be an automatic fixed price estimate.
Preparation of numerous proposals has given us enough information
to know that our cost estimates rather accurately reflect actual costs
for specific scopes of work. A single account would allow greater
flexibility than transferring personnel from short-term job to short-term
job during interim halts in project stages or in order to maintain continuity.
The paperwork involved in cost reimbursable accounting for projects under
$5,000 is a further strain on staff when several short-term projects are
\,
being run at the same time.
We already have an account E100 for projects costing $2,000 and
under. Except for consulting jobs, I have yet to prepare a surveyor
testing proposal under $2,000. Since purchase orders for the Division
will be limited to private sponsors, there should be no federal auditing
problems.
I suggest that we use the authorization for the Cherokee transmission
line reconnaissance survey to begin discussions.

The University of South Carolina: USC Aiken; USC Salkehatchie. Allendale; USC Beaufort; USC Columbia; Coastal
Carolina College. Conway; USC Lancaster; USC Spartanburg; USC Sumter; USC Union; and the Military Campus.
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I

. ....•
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Dr. Robert L. Stephenson, Director (803) 777-8170
Dr. Hilliam H. Marquardt, Associate Director (803) 7i7-8l70
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3. ;.,0_ _ _ __
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12. Tho foregoing is n statsment of facts
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Date:

January 22, 1980
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